
BBOB Meeting-Back to School Planning Meeting 8/17/2021  

We have all of the volunteers we need for Welcome Back Day.  


Concession stand: issues discussed: will we be wearing gloves? Masks? Yes to both. All of the 
food will be wrapped. We want to be as careful as possible.


Check coolers-plug in and make sure they work. 


Scott Wolf-may have a connection to get us a better deal on food. 


Uniform distribution: in the past, we have distributed in fall and collected registration fees, 
Booster Membership fees, etc. We have also given uniforms out in tandem with concert.


We haven’t been in there for the past 2 years. Trading in shoes in the past-we were able to 
trade in without a charge. Alan: we need uniforms by Sept. 24 at the latest. For the shoes: we 
can start selling and distributing the shoes now.


Mary: can do senior uniforms and shoes the week of August 25. Sept. 8 could be the big 
distribution day. Alan: it might be best to divide things up due to Covid.


Jen: fee is fine. We shouldn’t have to chase the fee down. Dues in the past have been 20 
dollars. We can have a suggested donation, but be clear that everyone is a part of BBOB. We 
want to focus on inclusivity.  What about orchestra concert uniforms?


Mary: when are they needed? Scott-by Mid-October date (Dessert Concert). We can take 
orchestra and choir on at the same time. Doing this after the practice seems to work better as 
far as turnout, vs before practice. Lori and Mary will work together on uniform distribution. Alan 
will share a list of students. Mary will be going through uniforms, anticipating some more chaos 
than normal because it has been a few years (things might have been moved around to 
different places.)


Alan: it helps to have a uniform parent volunteer. This will be from 5:15-6:45 on a repeating 
basis. That parent can help with distribution. We can include that role in the sign-up genius. 
Someone is needed at every game. This will be the uniform person throughout the season. 
Lori: we could have a few different parent volunteers who can work together on this, 
anticipating the possibility of needing flexibility re: scheduling.


Jen: Welcome Back Event-concessions for 6-7 hours that day. Committee sign-up. We can 
push for filling open parent volunteer positions at this event. Jen will create a welcome letter 
based on an older template/model, and share it with the group. 


Schedule for 2021-22-keeping certain things separate, but we want to do things more 
collaboratively. Other boosters/PTO’s meet on Monday nights. Could we explore moving our 
meeting to another night? We could move the meetings to the second or third Monday of each 
month, so that it wouldn’t conflict with the other Booster group meetings.


Volunteer Slate: we need to fill positions. Jen will put out things 


Alan: we need to think about replacing Marching Tubas-25,000.00-30,000.00 total. There are a 
lot of things that haven’t been replaced in a long time. Uniforms should be replaced every 
10-15 years.



